
 

 

 

Creating Captivating Websites 

In today’s day and age, having a clearly messaged website that is visually 
interesting is a requirement to do business.  To stand out from other coaches and 
“coach like” entrepreneurs, it is also important that you are specific about the 
transformation you help provide and your unique value proposition.   

A website is only as good as it’s message 

If you do not have a website at all when we begin our work together, you likely will 
want to hold off on creating one until you are done with the Leap Start Program 
and have full clarity on your Ideal Client.  As Donald Miller says in his book Building 
a Storybrand, “The fact is, pretty websites don’t sell things.  Words sell things…If we 
pay a lot of money to a design agency without clarifying our message, we might as 
well be holding a bullhorn up to a monkey.”  Yet, instinctively all my clients want to 
get their website done yesterday even when they haven’t yet gotten their arms 
around their Ideal Client and their unique value proposition and message for this 
client.  If it feels too uncomfortable to wait a few months to get this clarity, I would 
recommend putting up a simple one page site that can be augmented later when 
you are crystal clear on your Ideal Client. 

You want your website to capture the essence of who you are.  You want it to be 
authentic and compelling.  Make sure it reflects who you are in the world so your 
tribe can find you easily!  You also want to make sure that it is in alignment with 
what feels light and right to you, including keeping into account information like 
your Marketing Archetype or other assessments you’ve done.   

My Strategic Partner, Megan Walrod, is a copywriter to some of the top business 
coaches out there.  She says your website home page should answer these four 
questions for your website visitors: 

1) Do you get me? This means that you are speaking in their language.  What 
Megan and I call “client speak”.  It shows you understand their pain, 
challenges and desire.  It is clear who you are talking to and your Ideal Client 
will absolutely “lean in” 

2) Can you help me?  It is clear how you help your clients and if your services are 
a good match.  This requires you to be clear and specific in terms of your 
Ideal Client and what they want from you. 

3) Why you?  We know that people hire coaches that they know, trust and like 
AND who they think can best help them with the transformation they want.  
It’s important to share your credibility (Remember credibility can be in the 
following 3 forms 1) I’ve walked in your shoes 2) I am a maker of champions 
and 3) I have the credentials/education/experience.  You want to establish 



 

 

 

that you have at least 2 forms of credibility) through sharing your personal 
story or history.   

4) Why now?  You want to establish when the right time is to work with you 
and convey a pull to act for those divine ideal clients who should be ready 
now. 

I want to share a simple format for website copy that I have found is the most 
compelling and incorporates the questions above.  I have studied and looked at 
hundreds of websites as a business mentor and coach, as well as being a key player 
in the website creation and evolution for the companies I worked for as a corporate 
VP of Sales & Marketing.  I think this format works really powerfully for coaches to 
help draw in your potential clients: 

1) Attention Grabbing Headline that Names Your Divine Ideal 
Client: 

“Calling All Emerging and Aspiring Entrepreneurs” 

“Attention all Mamas on a Mission” 

“Hey Ladies – do you want your sexy back?” 

“Uncover your full leadership potential” 

1B) For Version 2.0 of your website (the 2nd iteration) you may consider adding a video 
here.  The video should be Less than 2 ½ minutes long and include what is in bullet 
points #3-6 below.  A best practice would be to point them to your free gift on your 

website in closing. 

  



 

 

 

2) Free Gift Offer. 

This should be “above the fold” (before they would need to scroll) on Top Right 
or Right Margin, in a slider, or even in the header.  Make it stand out through 

it’s design.  This will capture interested people who come to your website 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

1) Name the primary challenge or deep desire you address for 
those Divine Ideal Clients: 

“Discover how to replace your corporate income as an entrepreneur, in a way that 
is joyous and sustainable” 

“Escape from the Busyness Trap -Learn to Balance your Life & Your Priorities with 
Ease & Grace” 

“You can even the corporate playing field and final win a seat at the table” 

2) Identify the Challenges/Issues/Fears/deepest desires they 
most relate to.   You will want to list at least 2 and no more 

than 5 questions.  Note: some niches respond better to 
challenges; others to desires; and others to a combination.  

Know thy niche. Often these are most compelling in 
question form: 

• Are you tired of being on the wash, rinse, repeat cycle in your life? 
• Do you now you have a huge gift to give the world but are scared to step 

into your power? 

Yes!  Send me my free ebook: 

“Good is The Enemy of Great:  The 5 Biggest 
Mistakes Professional Women Make that Robs Them of 

Their Fulfillment” 

Just enter your Name and Email to get immediate access 

Name 

Email 



 

 

 

• Are you ready to expand your business in a powerful and joyous way and 
take it to the NEXT Level?” 

 

• Do you put so much into succeeding at work that your personal life feels 
muddled and unfulfilling?  

• Have you given your oxygen mask to everyone else first and feel like you 
are often gasping for air?  

• Do you struggle with health issues such as fatigue, anxiety, lack of 
exercise, and eating on the go?  

• Do you feel like you’re always going, going, going, yet so much of what 
you really care about remains undone? 

 

3) Talk about how it CAN be different for them if they got the 
support they needed (approximately 1-2 paragraphs) 

“I will show you how to courageously leap into entrepreneurship and replace your 
corporate income doing what you LOVE.  I trust if you found yourself here, it is 

because you have an incredible gift to share with the world that is wanting to get 
out there in a much bigger way. 

Now it is time to break out and break through the box you’ve been in and 
courageous leap into the business you have dreamed about.  It’s time to share 

your gift with more people so you can be the difference you know you can be.  And 
it’s time to do it in a way that is sustainable and joyful so you can truly love the life 

you have.” 

4) Talk about how you help your clients solve this issue.  This 
typically is best done with outlining the process you’ve 

developed 

I am Tara Butler Floch and I am here to help YOU create a sustainable, joyful full 
practice using our simple (but incredibly deep and in-depth) 5 layer process: 



 

 

 

 

OnePinky can help you if you have suffered through yo-yo diets that don’t work 
and have battled with that nasty self-critic who thinks her body will never be good 
enough. Our programs fundamentally shift the relationships women have with 
their bodies and with food. You can: 

• Lose weight and keep it off 
• Increase your energy 
• Sleep better and wake up feeling happy and refreshed 
• Take back control of your health 
• Develop a more peaceful relationship with food 
• Discover the happy, healthy person you are 

5) Tell a shortened version of your Personal Story or personal 
history of why you are the best one to help aid in this 
transformation  

I can relate to the fatigue of the weight loss rollercoaster.  I was overweight my 
entire life.  My pediatrician even instructed my mother to wean me at 6 months 
and to feed me skim milk instead because I was so “heavy.”  In the first 30 years of 
my life, I lost and gained back 60 pounds 3 times; 30 pounds 12 times, and 10 
pounds a countless number of times.  I thought my battle with my body and food 
would never end.  But my weight was simply a symptom of a greater problem – I 
didn’t love or accept myself for who I was and I used food to fill the gaping holes I 
had in myself.  In a dark night of the soul, I realized that living this way was killing 
me – both physically and emotionally – and that once and for all, I would end my 
battle with myself.  In two years I lost 100 pounds and have kept it off for 15 years, 
but more importantly, I now love and accept myself for all that I am and I am 
finally happy and I’ve helped hundreds of other women do this, too.  And I want 
this for YOU.  I want to teach you all that I learned through my struggle so you can 
finally change your relationship with yourself, body and food, once and for all.   



 

 

 

6) Offer a Breakthrough Session – you can do this both in the text, as 
well as in the sidebar or as part of a slider slideshow if your website design 
incorporates this.  “Sign up for a complimentary Leadership Breakthrough 
Session and discover strategies to help you bridge the gap between where 
you are and where you want to be.” 

 

7) Include a picture of you at the bottom by your signature 
(unless your design has your picture embedded in the 
banner, the slider or throughout the homepage already. 
[Note: Most coaches don’t like being the center of attention and don’t like to 
have their picture on their homepage.  Your potential clients want to see you.  
It is part of the “know, trust, like” feeling that factors into their decision to 
contact you or not.  It’s trendy in web design to have pictures of yourself in 
your banners and throughout your website, but this approach usually 
doesn’t feel authentic or “light and right” to coaches as they want the focus 
to be on the transformation they provide, not on themselves].   

 

8) Sign off 

I look forward to helping you on your journey! 

With Appreciation, 

 

Tara Butler Floch 

  



 

 

 

9) After your sign off, re-offer your free Gift 

 

 

 

 

 

 

10) Optional and encouraged (even if you have a separate 
Testimonial/Praise page):  Testimonials – best in the margin 
below the free gift offer, or in a well designed slider between 
bullets #6 and #7, or rotating in the sidebar 

 

11) Optional (for one page website only):  Include a short bio  

 

12)Optional (for one page website only): Include contact info  

 

Website Map/Pages 

In addition to your home page, here are some of the possible pages you would 
want to include in your initial website design: 

1) Work With Me Page  (or Services)- This will include the services you offer and 
how you work (such as outlining your process).  I do not recommend 
including the details of your packages or pricing online.  If you offer 1:1 
programs and group programs, trainings or workshops, you can have 
separate drop downs for these if you want.   

Yes.  Send me my free ebook 

“Good is The Enemy of Great:  The 5 Biggest Mistakes 
Professional Women Make that Robs Them of Their Fulfillment” 

Just enter your Name and Email to get immediate access 

Name 

Email 



 

 

 

2) Testimonials/Praise Page – This will include testimonials of people that have 
worked with you, attended your workshops or talks, and have experienced 
your work on some level.  You will want to vary these.  You will want to 
include names and pictures if you work allows it, as it adds to the credibility 
and authenticity that these are real people with real experiences.   

3) About – This will be where you tell your personal story and/or bio or both.  
You could also have a piece on your philosophy or approach to the work you 
do.   

4) Contact me – This can have a form for people to contact you or simply have 
your contact information (email and/or phone number).   

5) Breakthrough Session Page – This won’t be on the main menu bar but it is a 
critical page that you will link to whenever you have a CTA (Call To Action) for 
a Breakthrough Session.  This page explains what a Breakthrough Session is 
and has a short form to capture pertanent information about your prospect.  
You should have no more than 5 questions that will help you identify 
whether this truly is a potential prospect for you and or if you should instead 
point them in another direction.  You can see an example of that here:  
www.broadviewcoaching.com/businessbreakthrough  

6) Blog or Vlog (optional) – Only have a blog if you plan on continually adding 
content to it or else it will look stale.  However, this is a good way for people 
to understand your philosophy, approach and wisdom with your body of 
work.  If you do a Blog/Vlog page, make sure to disable the dating function 
(that shows the date something was published); include share buttons 
(LinkedIn, Facebook, Email, etc) and in the sidebar or above the fold, have a 
action box for your free gift.   

7) Speaking (optional) – This is an opportunity to showcase the signature talks 
and workshops you have available, and can also include pictures and video 
clips from past events.  It is amazing when you add a speaking page how 
much this can impact being asked to speak 

8) Resources (optional) – This can allow you to connect your network to your 
expert team, books and other resources that can be helpful to your ideal 
client.  You could also use affiliate links to get a kick back on referrals or sale 
of books on Amazon, as an example.   

9) Member Log In (optional) – This can be where your clients can log into your 
Client Resources section, but it also gives a subtle message that you have 
tools and resources available to your clients on your website.   

 

About SEO 

A lot of the modern template designs don’t use a lot of text boxes and are more 
visual in nature.  These websites look really cool, but they aren’t optimum for SEO.  

http://www.broadviewcoaching.com/businessbreakthrough


 

 

 

Make sure you have a fair amount of text on your homepage (in designated text 
boxes…your web person will know about this), that have keywords that people 
would use to search for you and your particular work.  You want to include your 
name – hopefully in several spots, as well.  If your business is location specific, also 
include your city and state.  If you follow the above format for your text, you should 
include those words your ideal client may be searching for if they are looking for 
someone like you.  Ex: “executive coach in Boston” “dating coach for widows”  

About Free Gifts 

Many people will visit your website and not, in that moment, raise their hand to 
have a conversation with you.  By offering a free gift, you can give them a taste of 
you and the gift you can provide and capture their information so you can follow up 
with them and include them in your engagement strategy (usually a newsletter of 
some sort on a regular basis).   

An ideal free gift is one that addresses one or many of their biggest challenges and 
desires and gives them true value that shows how powerful your work can be.  For 
your ideal client, it is a taste that is useful and immediately put into motion, but 
doesn’t fully satiate.  It may, as example, actually have them realize they want and 
need much more.   

Typically it is something that is relatively simple for you, but really valuable to your 
client.  Think about some of the areas you address at the beginning of your process.  
You want to make sure it helps them where they are right now.   

Examples of free gifts are: workbooks, a recorded webinar, an e-book or 
whitepaper, a quiz or assessment – usually with a good follow up explanation that 
brings value, a video series, a guided meditation.   

You can program in your email program (like Mailchimp) to automatically follow up 
with individuals with a message or messages.  I usually recommend at least one 
auto-responder message that checks in with them and asks them about their 
experience, what they discovered and if they have any questions.  This is a great 
way to start a dialogue with people who are “leaning in” to your work.   

Examples of my clients’ Coaching Websites that reflect many of 
the best practices in this document (as well as their own flavor and 
decisions to make their website feel authentic to them): 

https://expansiveleadershipcoaching.com/ 

https://theglenbrookgroup.com/  

https://expansiveleadershipcoaching.com/
https://theglenbrookgroup.com/


 

 

 

https://www.gigigibbs.com/  

https://dianeshannon.com/  

https://www.nadiadeala.com/ 

http://aveycoach.com/ 

 

Tools to Provide Your Design/Copywriter Team 

The goal of your design and copywriting team (if you outsource this) is to create a 
website that is a true reflection of your work and of you, since you are at the heart 
of the coaching you provide.  By sharing these tools and documents, you will 
catapult their ability to do that with ease.   

1) My Brand Story document should have the major aspects of your brand that 
are important to share with your design team.  Including: 

a. Your Zone of Brilliance Words 
b. Your chosen color scheme and fonts(use the tool “Choosing a Color 

Palette” on Client Resources) 
c. Key challenges and desires of your Ideal Client 
d. Your unique value and brand promise 

2) Examples of websites you like (and why) and dislike (and why) 
3) Your logo and any design elements that have been created for you already 
4) Your Divine Ideal Client Profile 
5) Your filled out “Positioning to My Ideal Client” handout and Framing Your 

Unique Value Proposition 
6) Your outlined Coaching Process (created from the Walk the Process 

exercise) 
7) Any Marketing Archetypes or other assessments that give an insight to you 

and your strengths  

Website Creation 

For the most up to date list of Web Designers I recommend, go to the Resource 
Document housed in Client Resources.   

 

 

https://www.gigigibbs.com/
https://dianeshannon.com/
https://www.nadiadeala.com/
http://aveycoach.com/


 

 

 

Homepage Copy Template 

This will help you outline your Homepage Copy using the structure outlined in the 
Creating Captivating Websites Workbook.  Start with bullets with your ideas for 
each section and pare down from there.  Be sure to share this with Tara who can 
help you identify the bullets that feel most compelling if you need support.   

1. Attention Grabbing Headline that calls to your Divine Ideal Client: 

 

 

 

2. Name the Primary Challenge or Deepest Desire your client has that is the 
chief motivator for them seeking support:  

 

 

 

3. Name the other big challenges/fears your clients face and deep desires they 
have (eventually narrow to 3-5): 

 

 

 

4. What would be different for them if they solved these challenges, overcame 
these fears, and these deep desires were quenched? 

 

 

 



 

 

 

5. How are you uniquely qualified to help your clients with the above and how 
do you do it (process)? 

 

 

 

6. (Optional) What pieces of your personal history support why “all roads have 
led to Rome”  

 

 

 

7. What is your Call to Action?  (Breakthrough Session or Consultation is typical) 



 

 

 

Sample One Page Website 

Calling all professional women who want to feel alive, inspired and excited about 
your life! 

Are you: 
• A successful professional woman, but hate what you do for a 

living? 
• Feeling unfulfilled, drained and a chronic sense of dissatisfaction? 
• Longing for more meaning and purpose in life and to connect with 

what you are truly passionate about? 
• Feeling trapped like a hamster on a wheel, just going through the 

motions of life? 
• Afraid of getting to the end of your life with regrets for what you 

didn't do? 
• Or you do know what would make your life more meaningful but 

just haven't been able to make the changes on your own? 

[On right or left margin – Free Gift Offer/Opt in] 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Feel Alive, Get Inspired and Excited about Your Life 
You could be sharing your unique gifts with the world! 

We are all born with a purpose, our special gift that lights us up and draws us forward with 
excitement and joy.  In fact, the most successful people in the world have one thing in 

 

Yes.  Send me my free ebook   

“Good is The Enemy of Great:  The 5 
Biggest Mistakes Professional Women Make 
that Robs Them of Their Fulfillment” 

Just enter your Name and Email to get 
immediate access 

Name 

Email 

 



 

 

 

common: 

They are doing work and living a life that is meaningful to them. 

 
So why aren't YOU living the life of YOUR dreams?  
The fact is, we all get stuck sometimes.  Limiting beliefs and negative emotions, many of 
which are hidden in our subconscious mind,  show up as resistance to what we desire 
and stop us in our tracks.  Isn't it time to find out how to get beyond the limits and fears 
and really start living?   

 

   
As your personal life coach, Estra will help you:  

• Identify your passions and create clear vision for your life of purpose and 
abundance 

• Identify and shift any limiting beliefs that are getting in your way, holding you 
back, or sabotaging your efforts 

• Develop a plan for consistent inspired action so you are clear on exactly how to get 
from where you are to where you want to go 

• Empower you with tools and processes to quickly rally from life's challenges 
• Replace feelings of fear, dissatisfaction and boredom with a renewed zest for life 
• See your magnificence and celebrate your success! 

 

  

If your job is draining the joy out of your life, or you know someone who is not fulfilling 
their passion and purpose in life, contact Susie for a complimentary life purpose session by 
emailing her at Susie@xyz.com.  

Imagine getting up in the morning excited about starting your day.  Imagine not counting 
down the days to the weekend because every day of the week is filled with activities you 
love!  This IS possible for you! 

 

   

"After working with Susie the real, authentic Sarah has re-emerged!  Happy, comforted, 
balanced and joyful inside and out!"  ~Sarah Angelou 

 

Susie Roell is a Certified Law of Attraction Coach who once lived a good life as a 
corporate executive but longed for more meaning, balance and juice in her life.  
After hiring her own Law of Attraction Coach, she found the courage to live a great 
and fulfilling life and was inspired to help other women to live joyous and fulfilling 
lives.  In 2005, she attended the Quantum Success Coaching Academy and 



 

 

 

launched her coaching practice.  She has helped hundreds of women create the 
lives they have always dreamed of.  Located in Seattle, WA, she is available to coach 
in-person or by phone to anyone in the United States or Canada. 

Insert Contact Information Here 
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